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Tented Crawl Space

..............................................................................................................

We love the humidity control and energy efficiency

aspects of a sealed crawl space, but we have a couple
of problems: radon control and allowing the soil to dry if
something bad happens. On two occasions I have had
landscape crews cut through and cross-connect gutter
and foundation drains which ended up flooding my
crawlspaces. I started exploring ways to build an
economical system to continuously dry the soil under
my homes while still having the benefits of a sealed
crawl.
I also wasn't comfortable using a fan from the
house to pressurize the crawl space relative to the
house as is common in our area with sealed crawls. I
worry that this could encourage poisonous crawlspace
air to enter the house because tears in ground plastic
happen frequently. I wanted a system that would be
tolerant of imperfections as well as of the ravages
inflicted by home theater and water softener installers.

The "tented crawl" system we developed uses
code minimum venting in our perimeter walls with "solar
vents" that close up below 50 degrees located on all
four sides near the corners at a 1/1500 vent to floor
ratio. By draping the wall plastic on 12 in. flashing (and
taping it under the house wrap on the building exterior)
we hold the "tent" about 4 in. off the 8 in. block and
expose about 6 in. of soil in the crawl perimeter to this
ventilated space. When the wind is blowing the air can
enter on the windward side and circulate around the
perimeter to exit on the leeward side.
We also run a 3 in. PVC vent stack from the area
between the plastic and the block up through the attic
.
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where we strap it to the underside of the roof for
about six feet before allowing it to exit through a
roof flashing. This uses the heat of the roof to set
up a thermosiphon on dry sunny days to pull air
up out of the crawl and promote drying. We use
a similar scheme to ventilate under our slabs.
We are required by our local code
officials to insulate our floors and to provide a
termite inspection gap at our mud sills. I have
sometimes insulated the block walls with two
layers of 3/4 in. foam but I don't have any data
on how that affects performance. We lap the
wall plastic under the floor plastic about a foot
but don't tape anything (as seen in the photo to
the right).

